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Searched for "Rave" at  and found 3 results including the following:http://sourceforge.net/

OpenRAVE [An open-source, cross-platform, plugin-based robot planning environment for autonomous robotics. Includes services like collision 
detection, physics, (inverse) kinematics, sensors, robot controls, python bindings, and a network scripting environment.]

Vampire Rave Mobile [open source Android applications projects by Vampire Rave Mobile for creations on tutorials and other utilities]

OpenRAVE IK [Grasping Module for OpenRAVE (C++ API)] [GraspModule]

Searched for "Rave" at  and found 49 repositories listed; top results includehttps://github.com/

diminish7 / rave (Ruby) [A Google Wave robot client framework for Ruby]

apache / rave [Apache Rave mirror]

codahk / Rave [A small language which compiles to PHP]

grandfunkdynasty / rave [rave: a visualization engine]

[EskatOn] / Rave [no description] 

Searched for "Rave" projects at http://www.ohloh.net/

Apache Rave listed first

OpenRAVE [An free, cross-platform, plugin-based robot planning architecture that serves as the center of robot execution. Includes services like 
collision detection, robot kinematics, physics, sensors, robot controls, and a network scripting environment.]

rave_embed [A Ruby on Rails plugin for embedding Google Wave into your app]

raverpg [RPG.. with raves.]

Rave in Context [The Rave in Context project develops progressively enhanced, usable, accessible, learnable and adaptable W3C widget 
templates and widgets that can be used for Apache Wookie and Apache Rave (both Incubating). Example widgets that will be developed are for 
myExperiment, OpenDOAR and Simal. We'd ... [More] ]

ravee-it-up [rave it up Glowsticking and mushrooms  ]

search-rave [Bascially i intend to show which users are online while we search them this helps the user to find and make frds faster ]

openvmtil [Goals : the lowest level, high level language possible, low enough to transparently support machine code but high enough to support 
any and all high level language semantics by building an optimal language core, runtime and fundamental semantics, from the bottom up - C and 
native code, based on this ... [More]]

rave [A Google Wave robot client framework for Ruby]

Rave IRC Daemon and Services [To develop a Stable and Advanced IRC Daemon and also develop services for IRCu using mySQL backend for 
easy web-ability. Also features OS (OperServ), CS (ChanServ) and NS (NickServ) services. There currently on Tempest2 IRC Network. (irc.
Tempest2.com)]

Cluster Rave [A program for distributed music playback and visualization.]

RaveMP Mp3 Utility [A simple graphical utility for raveMp portable MP3 players. Runs under Linux and uses KDE] 

Searched for "open source rave" projects at www.google.com returned 2,510,000 results

http://sourceforge.net/
https://github.com/
http://www.ohloh.net/


Apache Rave graduation announcement came as top 3 links.
rave.tigris.org came in top 5. It is intended that RAVE be the foundation of a complete Open Source Engineering environment.
http://www.rave.gatech.edu/ Remote Access Virtual Environment and a MATLAB plugin were in the top 10 results 

Searched for "Rave" at  returned 199 resultshttp://stackoverflow.com

Rave reports, a Delphi reporting solution, came up in 29 of the first 30 results.
First question about Apache Rave was on place 29.

http://www.rave.gatech.edu/
http://stackoverflow.com
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